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International Criminal Court in Holland (ICC) is quilty of racism & corruption.
There'll never be peace in Africa or any other continent due to the fact that EU-leaders, civil
servants, police-officers, prosecuters & judges have given themselves 'a licence to kill' in
Holland and the World. Simple poor people can't defend themselves anymore with legal
constructions against increasing violence on their bodies and in their homes.
Office of the Prosecuter (OTP) of ICC 'gives himself a licence to kill too'. OTP protects
EU-governments from painful trails and imprisonment on demand of EU-civilians against
these EU-leaders, now they donate money to ICC for lawcases against African-dictators.
ICC chooses 'who to live and who to die', in exchange for money of powerful Europeans.
NL & EU are both dangerous dictatorships in World War III; true causes are hidden by the
media. Fun-killings are a normal daily activity here. Tolerance is synonym for corruption.

Dear Oprah, Garry & Jessica,
You need my legal information for the same goals in life. Living from the truth and peace.
I feel free to bring you together... and help myself along the way....
We need to build a new legal frame together with a group of new people.
Why? 2 International courts are located in Holland.
If we want peace, we need to remove
favourism between Dutch parliament & Int. courts from this planet.
Safegarding of simple people. Like me. Safegarding of the rich, too.
Something in the attitude of the Dutch is terrifying = they don't care if the government choses
to breakdown all H.Rights in ventures with business, education & courts of law.
Unknown is the fact that EU-funds donate money to our NGOs & business who turn Africa and
other continents into bankrupty. ICC ignores this fact.
Another hidden proces - far more dangerous - of which I'm a victum:
● 'The media hides lawcases against the Prime Minister and other members of parliament
from the public when victums are non-criminal poor individuals who started their case
at the Administrative court. The media refuses to analyze my lawcases against
Balkenende & Co.
While they hide this highly important information for the public,
Balkenende is elected for PM again. He should be in prison for agression, slavery &
terrorism. The media refuses to inform people about the fact that our Dutch supreme
court works like a terrorist and must be investigated immidiately by HRH mr Pieter van
Vollenhoven of www.onderzoeksraad.nl
● Moreover, an other danger in Holland is the core-business of Advisory board (AVOs).
AVOs state: 'We are not authorized by national law to investigate our legal system'.
False. This means: 'We don't care if you – individual from the Lower Class (LC) - lives
in dictatorship Holland'. AVOs need new constitutions based on HR-treaties to stop
these fun-killings . But they rather participate in violations of HR. Favourism.
On 1 may 2007, I brought my lawcase against the Dutch S-court, parliament Balkenende I-IV
& municipal Bloemendaal to the prosecuter mr. Serge Brammertz of the International Criminal
Court in The Hague. NL is supposed to be a state of law, but in fact 'a psychopatic Lord of
the Jungle is in command in my life'... and tries to kill me.
In Holland politicians or civil servants may be dictators because the S-court creates this
opportunity exclusively for them!

Municipal Bloemendaal claims 'that implementation of human rights (HR) is no responsibility
for the municipal'. In other words:' We treath you and your young kids like our slaves and
have no intention to change this; we ignore all lawcases your brought to trial and resulting
verdicts. We torment you and we love it. As long as the media doesn't discover us, we
continue'.
Members of parliament should have put Bloemendaal under legal restraint, because they prove
to be slave drivers. But they didn't. Civil servants who torture me should have been fired and
be replaced with servants who aknowledge that they're obliged to implement laws & treaties
on a daily basis for all inhabitants of the municipal.
Dutch S-court should have judged on my file – my case against the municipal & parliament but they refused without giving a reason. Thus, our S-court appears to be a terrorist who has
Dutch poor people and their files removed from society = they're left behind in society without
any HR. Corruption between court and parliament, must be the main cause.
Based on the Statute of Rome, ICC is the only court left on planet Earth which can turn
dictatorship NL into the state of law NL.
ICC send my an email on 10 may 2007: 'The prosecuter will get back to you'.
After 4 months I still don't know how OTP will procede on my file.
It makes my angry: I have no rights, no money and no way out ... and I feel humiliated and tortured
by ICC as well. To me they prove: 'They're not intelligent enough for their job'. Mental torture on my
family increases = municipal brings my into financial dept even more. And so does ICC. After paying
bills we've no money left for food, clothes, kids-birthday & school.
I don't trust OTP of ICC now our S-court is a member of the Dutch EU-pro-war-lobby. Tax-money.
NL is hostcountry for location of ICC.
I'm the first NL-European who brings a case to ICC.
Simple people are forced to have themselves killed = being mobbed to death by a growing group of
servants who know that they don't have to appear in court...ever.
'NL is a Welfare state, thus violations of HR can't be painfull', says the government.
To mob somebody to death is not to be considered murder. Fun-killings.
ICC doesn't try to stop fun-killings in NL, so these silent killings will continue on others continents as
well. Africans are being used at the moment by ICC = to give ICC-employers a nice simple job in order
to become famous & rich. Africans not other civiliazations are not saved from civil wars, relying on ICC.
Read my English ICC-paper on this case.
I'm a white 42 years old women, born in Amsterdam. A single mother of 2 Kids, who lives of a social
secrurity payment & childalimony. Because I've been abused during my childhood and I've the guts to
live as an intelligent poor women in one of the richest villages , the Upper-Class (UC) believes that
they're permitted to torment me.
They use my painfull memories & poverty for increasing their personal status quo & rise in income =
they force my to go to court and have me fight for my HR, but once back at the municipal civil servants
refuse to aknowlegde the exsistence of lawcases & verdicts.
I'm not permitted to use laws, treaties,
legal constructions & verdicts of judges for my private life or personal business = no contract rights, no
labour rights, no study rights, no childcare, not enough money to pay all the bills. No extra money for my
children who are dyslectic and live in solitude, due to poverty. Children in Holland are brought into hel =
punishment for having poor parents. So I'm left behind without HR and must go back to court again.
And again...and again....and again... Only S-court can stop this proces, they refuse.
'NL is a wellfare state, thus judges don't need to use HR-treaties in their verdicts', is the attitude of legal
system & government. One judge even said to me with a big smile on her rude face : 'I can't intervene,
there's nothing I can do'. She wanted me to learn a lesson.
I lodged a complaint about her with the
president of court, but he 's corrupt himself. He gives free legal advice to mayor & aldermen of the
cityhall Bloemendaal, during meetings with municipal executives and their clients, which is forbidden by
law. The president of court rather protects civil servants against punishment from the criminal judge,
then children against sick-making hatred from the government and legal system.
During the past 5 years I've tried to discuss my file with ALL members of parliament, without any result.
Asked them to intervene at Bloemendaal because I'm being tortured by civil servants of the municipal,
prosecuters office, police-office, president of court & Adm.court... but they don't care. Crude.
Our politicians refuse to read files of the poor = they can't even read verdicts related to facts in files!
Oprah, Garry & Jessica I write you this letter - send my file on cd as I brought it to ICC - for
many reasons
●

Oprah, your 150 daugthers at the Oprah Academy for young African-girls, must learn the truth
about life in NL & EU.

They can't come to a full understanding of our way of living by reading newspapers, watching tv,
using ICT or University studybooks.
They'll never be the young business women you dream of – using wishdom, love, HR & fair
trade – because they've no acces to files of the poor /rich in our bureaucracy.
They'll never discover the corruption in our legal system.
●

Teens & young adults need a new legal frame to build their souls on. Must learn how to bring
lawbooks & HR-treaties into good-practise at home and in the national legal system. For
protecting their private life, career, future & environment. They also need to learn Dutch and
understand 'how to read between the lines in NL'. This is time-consuming, it's not difficult!

●

Civils wars in Africa or other continents continue, due to NL & EU-corruption in political parties,
parliament, departments, municipals, AVOS, NGOs, prosecuter-office, headoffices of police,
Adm.court, S-court, laywers, media & international courts of law. Fathom structures.

●

Laziness & sadism result into criminal activities in social- & business networks or 'wellfarestate &
state of law'
and are pilling up into severe violation of HR.
In theory everybody should be able to go to court – with a laywer - and end conflicts. Poor & rich.
In practise government & business need conflicts for more corruption. Judges 'provide in these
never ending conflicts'... by writing unreadable & worthless verdicts.

●

Violation of HR is hidden by the media because most reporters get payed from tax-money.
Or reporters are to lazy to read files of individuals, who prove the growing civil war.
In addition, they love the fact that they can brainwash people in a not-so-nice-way... in order to
demonstrate 'that they're more intelligent than the average human being is'. Media must by a
pleasure yacht for the rich & fame = it doesn't have to be live-saving for poor & victums!

●

NL has a psychopatic brain = to mob poor / rich - unemployed - less / highly intelligent people to
death is considered to be a normal activity. Fun.
Government, business & media who behave like serial-killers or münschausen by proxy- freaks
suffer from NL & EU-megalomania.
They'll never stop their behavioral-pattern, because most
executives get payed more than our Prime Minister J.P. Balkenende.
A sick-making game is going on = the more people you can destroy without weapons, courttrails or imprisonment, the better you are. People in powerful positions are able to destroy a
Dutch human being in silence, because we have a healtcare system & media. There is no
'Freedom om Speech'. NL is no better country than USA.

●

People need to become aware of the fact that they can take controle over HR into their own
hands...In Holland one can! Make politics, AVOs, NGOs and legal system change their corebussines, by going to court. Make government and legal system use HR-treaties.
I'm not familiar with other European, American, African, Asian, Australian or Russian
possibilities. But laziness, sadism, megalomania & fear for the government stop people from
doing so here. Poor people are afraid for more poverty & mental torture. Rich lose their money.
But in fact, whatever you undertake – stay stupid or act intelligent – they want the poor in pain
or death. Want the rich go bankrupt is they don't obey in white-collar crime.

Oprah, Garry & Jessica , I need someone to help me explain the truth to the public.
Help my save lives, help my save my own live.
I think you should use the services of an official interperter to translate my file into 'the American,
African & Russian way of thinking', especially all letters I wrote to members of parliament / departments
and their respons. Verdicts stay unreadable, in every language = your not stupid, when you don't
understand what judges have written. Letters of Bloemendaal are munipulations, between the lines of
lawbooks.
Oprah, you are a social entrepreneur with refined emotional skills. Europeans have lost communication
skill. I need you to help me build a New Legal Frame (NLF) for young adults from 12 -21 year.
Garry, you don't understand why Europe doesn't help Russia to get more democracy, legal system & fair
trade. You soon will.
A coöperation with me shall give your teenagers & young adults in Russia self-confidence for good
career opportunities.
I strongly feel, you should help the young to overcome illiteracy and educate them on socialentrepreneurship for small business. Start with children. We can exchange cultural-differences.
We can bring international experiences together in books. Africa-NL. Russia-NL. Amerika-NL.

Jessica.
I need you to help me remove corruption & racism from ICC.
The quality of our Dutch Law-schools is below ZERO. Horrifying.
Our profs Law live in megalomania = they have learned a few tricks in the past and assume that their
knowledge is still science in the media today. Quality standards for our law system are irrelevant to them
as long as they stay famous in the media. Even young children suffer! When they wittnessed a murder
take place, they are put in prison as perpatrators for at least 2 days and are be treatend like adults!
Our Law-profs discriminate to social status, income, intelligence, contents in files and favourism with
politics. Not one profs Law or Social-studies reads files of the poor. Don't want to investigate the
lawless position individuals in. Our politicians & Lord of the Jungles in every municipal become more
violent, weekly. Mental torture is considered to be a normal activity, because corrupt judges don't stop
perpetrators in a powerful position in government.
The Dutch Supreme court removes individuals – who fight for their lives against this system and don't
want to be terrorist - from society by ignoring their lawcases against.
I'm not the only one in a
lawless position, but I'm the first woman who can't stop fighting for her HR, because I don't want to be
murdered by the government. (Even Bush is brought to trail and has to change his policies on
courtorder of the American Supreme court!)
Our Supreme court needs to be stopped, but our Law-profs don't want to investigate crimes against
humanity executed by the S-judges. Profs of Theology faculties are caught up in religion, can't cope law.
I asked prof Ybo Buruma on the phone: 'What can I do, when the S-court ignores my lawcase against
Balkenende & Co without any explanation?' His answer: 'I don't know'!
Our profs are not familiar with contents of the Statute of Rome and have no idea what ICC stands for.
Dutch profs for Law- & Social-studies don't teach students 'how to implement international law'.
Buruma was the only prof who wanted to talk with me, several times.
Jessica, ICC only sends my a stupid email that proves 'that they are reading my file and the prosecuter
will get back to me'. Not enough!
They give my a licence to kill too = I can murder anyone I like to, today and nobody will investigate it...
Original terrorists read my website, since december 2005. From october 2007 they propably all know
'how to get a licence to kill in Europe'. This changes the approach to terrorism, Worldwide.
My request to you:
'Would you try to protect my against corruption within ICC by interferring with my lawcase
against Balkenende & Co'? You are in a position to ask ICC: 'What's going on in Holland.
Desiree Stokkel gave my her file, which proves that Holland is a dangerous dictatorship.
I know she started a lawcase against Balkenende & Co with ICC. What does ICC undertake to
stop terrorism and how is this related to America?'
It's up to women again, isn't it?
I asked the Vatican to help me, but they don't. They only come up with speeches: 'Europe must obey the
International law'. EU-leaders are members of the Advisory boards of the Vatican; this has not changed
yet. In Holland, the contents of courses of the University for Theology are changed at the moment, but
it's not enough. The corrupt legal system is not aknowledged by Church, although they are victums too.
So Mosques don't understand the lawless situation they live in. Only mosque www.elthawheed.nl begins
to expres their cares for state of law Holland, or the disappearance of it. They read my file last year.
Mosques don't work with HR in a mixture with Islam = don't know / want to protect themselves against
violation of HR in Holland. I try to change this, buts it's a long-term procedure.
Women must protect the World against a dropback to a barbarian era, once again.
Only women can give the correct words to hidden emotions.
Brave men start to copy her skills... and save many lives as well...
But women always have to start with telling the truth! Men are not courages enough to start to analyze
psychoses they produce in order to brainwash their friends with. Men are afraid of losing friends and
status quo. Women 'send friends away' = come back after you gained wishdom. Sorry Garry. Soon...
Leave the cd in the computer while reading. When ICC ignors my lawcase as well, World War III is a
fact.
I look forward to your respons.
With greetings,
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EED-ICCO
Francesco Mari
Ulrich-von-Hassel-Strasse 76
53123 Bonn Deutschland

betreft: International Criminal Court
Dear Francesco ... and others,
Hereby you receive my lawcase with the International Criminal Court against the Dutch Supreme-court,
parliament Balkenende I-IV & municipal Bloemendaal.
I watched you on Netwerk.tv where you explained how NL-business destroy Ghana.
Thank you for being honest. You understand: 'Honesty is the only way out. Alive or death'.
You're not afraid.
Don't believe everything Holland-media tells you about our parliament ...etc...
They bring your experiences on tv as if it's an incident, but in fact it's common business.
As a Dutch poor woman I suffer from the same system, what the media refuses to analyze.
Our media hides my very important lawcase against members of parliament from the public.
Favourism between government, business & media.
You and I live on the same thinking-pattern!
You are the first person I meet during a 5 years search for victums of violation of human rights in Holland
who tells exactly what I want to prove to the World.
After reading my ICC-paper, you'll understand: 'The Dutch kill everybody who puts something on their
way', including the Dutch (working) poor and rich. You'll recognize the system I live in.
It's equal to the system that kills the farmers of Ghana... and many others.
We need to work together.
Find a way to stop these fun killings of the government, business, legal system and media.
Need to develop new thinking - & behavioral patterns to make people change their attitude.
I need you to tell me what thinking- & behavorialpattern you need from Dutch AVOs & NGOs,
in order to stop the bankrupty of Ghana. I'll transform your needs in a New Legal Frame (NLF)
A difficult job, now our Dutch-S-court is a terrorist and ICC is a crude theaterplay on a 100 million euro
budget! But I have some ideas based on experience in our legal system in a mixture with HR-treaties.
I don't know if you can use the same legal Construction in Germany, I use in Holland.
I start with the Statute for the Kingdom of the Netherlands, the constitution is second!
Send my ICC-paper around the world, please. Start with the chicken- & tomatoesfarmers in Ghana.
Sorry, but I can't save their lives at the moment. The foundation that tries to protect Ghana from
Holland may email me, of course. I can show them around in my country.
I cry when I see those families, I feel so ashamed for our intelligence. Cry for myself, too. Life is hel.
Residents in vulnerable positions will benefit from my information.
On www.overheid.nl you will find NL-laws.
My ICC verdict of the ICC-judge shall put a stop to the crimes against humanity, your are confronted
with too. Perhaps it will take 4 years before ICC comes to a verdict. Corrupt bastards!
Perhaps they even kill me.... So, it's very important people know the truth about my ICC-lawcase to
speed up the ICC-procedure... and make EU obey international law, Worldwide. If the media keeps
WOIII in Europe a secret, individuals have to build a new legal frame together, on-line.
Hope to hear from you soon, by email.
With greetings,
Does some one within EED read Dutch?
www.schipholwanbeleid.nl A rich Dutch businessman is almost destroyed by the working management of Schiphol, government and
the legal system in region Schiphol. He and I share the same judges! His lawyers produce low-quality work; I dumped the only
corrupt lawyer I could find. Parliament talks about 'a parliament hearing on the where.a.bouts of the president of court and legalsystem in region Schiphol'. This same parliament ignores my lawcase with ICC, while terrorists read my file on-line...
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U.S.Invest / Rotermann grupp
Urmas Soorumaa, Jaan Toots
Ahtri 6, 10151 Tallinn Estonia

Dear Urmas & Jaan,
Hereby you receive my lawcase with the International Criminal Court against the Dutch Supreme-court,
Balkenende I-IV & municipal Bloemendaal. As a Dutch white intelligent women I've no human rights at
all, because I live in poverty amongst the rich. Holland is a crude dictatorship, hidden by the media.
After reading my ICC-paper, you'll understand why I send you this information. Help me stop World War
III. Estonian is still a small EU-member with an sovereign identity; you're not brainwashed with our
corruption yet. Read my letter to Oprah Winfrey, Garry Kasparov & Jessica Stern first.
Do you invest in www.falck.nl? Holland is in danger, especially region Schiphol Airport.
Legal system Haarlem–Schiphol is 100% corrupt.
Terrorist will be judges, politicians or civil servants soon. You don't need a law-study anymore for a
profsession in the legal system. Officially you do, but I prove to you that every individual without a
degree in law - but with a fresh approach to the system - can stop civil wars.
China will open Schiphol China, a wholesale-centre. I informed them. Japan reads my file.
Holland only costs 600 billion euro. Can you – Rotermann Grupp - afford to buy us? I don't care where
you get the money from, put on the money-press. Exchange EEK for Euro.
Holland is a small country of 16.5 million residents. Favourism destroys us. Emotional-incest for more
corruption in the Upper-Class segregates the Lower-Class who can't protects themselves anymore in the
legal system. Fun killing of UC on LC. Foreign countries need to stop this process.
Continents who understand what's going on in NL are Africa, Asian or Russia. They're victums of our
politics too, but are to poor or to lawless to stop it. Those governments are being blackmailed by the
Worldbank or IMF. China doesn't understand the amount of power it has over us!
China can start 'to demand fair prices for fair trade on EU-market' to stop slavery, pollution and civil
wars with at home. But they have not find the correct thinking- & behavioral-pattern, yet.
They underestimate their power = China can make multinationals lower their budgets on marketing and
increase the budget for fair trade. Holland is almost fade away of the Worldmap, now our compagnies
are merged with or bought out by foreigners. We will drown! Not in water, but in favourism & corruption.
Why doesn't Estonia use the euro?
I'll sign the contract if you buy Holland , after I received the verdict of the ICC-judge.
Some one must do it. I can be the next president, first female president. Don't want it.
I want to start a new NGO based on HR-treaties for 6.5 billion individuals. Worldwide.
Every business deal must be anchored in fair trade.
Teach young adults how to read laws and treaties for their 1-persons-toko.
I have 3 solutions
1. Need 1-7 million euro to start my own NGO with CBF-licence in the Upper-Class.
The media only pays attention to CBF-NGOs, with the result that poor people can't start their
own business anymore in Holland or in cooperation with foreign NGOs elsewhere on the World.
Estabished licenced Dutch NGOs produce poverty, lawless lives and civil wars Worldwide!
When a poor – unemployed – persons wants to be Chair-person of a new NGO, he or she can
start to make a promise to CBF = when you want to prove that you are reliable, you can get an
aknowledgement of CBF = be registared on www.cbf.nl as newcomer.
For this aknowledgement you need to invest at least 35.000 euro in management-costs, with
an activa of 120.000 euro per year. A board of 5 indepent seats is required! 5 Seats!
Poor unemployed people can only start a foundation without CBF, if the municipal gives
permission. For example: the minimum total year-income of a single mother with 2 kids = 14750
euro. Not enough for all the costs of living! It's impossible to start a business from this income.
1.3 million Unemployed poor households in Holland, are excluded from the management of new
CBF-licenced NGOs. It depents on the municipal where one lives = some allow the unemployed
to start a home-business, others don't. Some unemployed get funds from the municipal, others
don't! Parliament & legal system don't want to stop this kind of discrimination = laziness and
favourism in the region. Personally, I need to win my ICC-lawcase, so I can pass the torment of
the cityhall with the money I get payed for the damage. Startbrief ICC 1 mei 2007.

In fact, I need 7 million euro to buy a 5 seat CBF-licenced-NGO-board for a position in the current
working-management of the Upper-Class. To buy advertising-time with. Do you understand me?
Established NGOs have become dangerous narrow-minded monopolists thanks to politicial
EU & UN-deals, celebrities, media, loteries....
NGO-working management rules politics, AVOs, other NGOs, millitary peace-missions and even
International courts. Our International Criminal Court turns to NGOs for collecting evidence
against African dictators they bring to trail. But, at the same time these NGOs refuse to
aknowledge my lawcase against PM Balkenende & Co concerning severe violation of HR on a
Dutch family. Agression, slavery & terrorism. They also refuse to aknowledge the fact that our
media hides very important lawcases from the public at the Administrative court against our
government .
I'm not the only once who suffers, I do I'm the only woman who goes to court. I
offered all NGOs my file and services for free = wanted to inform them about the dangerous
situation we live in, in Holland and the World. Members of parliament enjoy to bring families into
a lawless live and terrorism. NGOs in Holland refuse to read my evidence = don't know what
members of parliament have written to me or how they munipulate me into terrorism.
Or NGOs do read it, but don't want to work with me = they prefer favourism with the parliament
above HR. They want to be famous in cooperation with politics = write HR-treaties to protect
civilizations with, but refuse to go to court to make judges use these treaties in their verdict =
don't want to be related to poor individuals who are in a lawless position and fight for their HR.
Dutch RK-Church and Vatican are not angry with me, but they are simply not intelligent enough
to communicate with me. Can't accept my life in their universe. They need at least a few years
for purefying their bureacracy. Old-fashion narcism amongst spiritual leaders & politics.
So I'm exiled in a way....
Amnesty International became very angry with me when I asked them:
'Could you rewrite your constitutions so you can investigate the criminal activities of our Dutch
judges?'
NGO-volunteers and co-workers are reduced to slaves. Good enough to collect money or do
simple jobs. From every 1 euro 40% is for the working-management. 60% is invested in
projects, but 20% of 60 cents goes to the local project-management. About 40 cents is left for
people in target groups.
I can't live with this construction, because the NGO-workingmanangement refuses to implement HR-treates into their policies. Do you know that they
invest their assets / activa on the stock-exchange in funds that destroy HR, cause pollution and
illnesses and make developing countries go bankrupt?
NGOs refuse to prove to people that they work with legal constructions as they are obliged to,
according to our Dutch laws. Thus, they don't teach vulnerable individuals to become selfsupporting in our EU-legal system or International courts.
2.

Without a CBF-licence I need 1 – 6 million euro to leave the corrupt bureaucracy behind me and
start my own NGO or AVO in the Upper-class. Have to buy friends within monopolist NGOs!

3. Or I work from the Lower-class if somebody from the Upper-class is willing to invest in
me. Cooperation in equality. This gives me the oppertunity to pass the mental abuse
of Bloemendaal. To start a business, while I wait for ICC to start the trail against the
Dutch S-court, parliament Balkenende I-IV & municipal Bloemendaal. Then I only
need to find an investor for 3000–5000 euro, who will buy a consitution with the
sollicitor for a 2 seat board, open a bank-account for the foundation, pay the Chamber
of Commerce and open a XL-educational-website. When an investor starts a new
Foundation together with me, Bloemendaal can't stop my from work. I'll be a
volunteer, untill we earn 120.000 p. years for they CBF-aknowledgement ...for
becoming a reliable NGO... I can be a board-member in a new NGO from my current
position = an unemployed mother who needs a home-office for an internet-business
with an official investor. We can start to educate young adults on International law.
I can write my book, while I wait for the ICC-judge to give me back my HR in Holland.
Municipal Bloemendaal forces me to go to court and has me fight for my HR, so I have
to wait for the ICC-verdict that gives me back my contract rights for a 1-persons-toko
in my own name on the bussines-market. I want to be a mother & educator, not a HRactivist. I find it rather pathetic that a civilized country like Holland needs a HR-activist.
Urmas, why do I choose you?
You are a social entrepreneur. Holland has become an 'I want a licence to kill economy'.
When I read sites of Estionia I notice that Est wants to be 'an EU-knowledge economy'.
Are you aware of the fact that large parts of EU already turned into 'a licence to kill economy'?
I don't think so!

Est is not as lawless and poor as Africa, so it will take you a few years longer to discover wha'ts going on
here in Holland. Est is at risk = shall assimilate to criminal business solutions which will destroy the
country eventually. You don't understand how decentralization from our parliament to local government
turns Holland into 482 rebelliongroups without a legal system to protect you.
From the moment you do
comprehend, it's to late. You'll lose your investments in bureaucrcay-games. People who don't want
you to be succesful, find a way to make you fight in the bureaucracy, so you will lose your profits just
before you can cash them= they hold you back from undertaking necessary dicisions.
I write you to instruct: 'Pass the phase 'a licence to kill economy' and skip to 'a fair trade
economy', in Estonia'. There is no need to murder for activa. In Holland a life-saving legal
procedure is waiting for people to bring it into good-practise. The Dutch don't want to be
intelligent! I use this legal procedure in my lawcases for 5 years , because I live in a civil war.
I'm a pioneer, if I want to or not. I hate it! I hate the barbarian lifestyle and waist of time.
I watched you in Discovery channel, like you.
When you invest money it's because you need to make a profit for yourself, you enjoy to watch people
develop their individual skills, grow into the future and share their new skills with others.
As a teenager I went to business-school. 1978-1986. It was a good school, saved my life.
During my childhood I've been heavily abused. School taught me how to be a social entrepreneur.
Unfortunatelly, those schools have disappeared from our map during the past 20 years.
Nowadays education is almost irrelevant = schoolmanagements are more concerned about their
personal management-skills, than they care for the future of teenagers involved.
Estonia is a small country with only 1.4 million residents?
I need you – and your wife – to help me teach teenagers and young adults to read, discuss and conduct
HR-treaties in daily life. Must learn how to take care of their 1-persons-toko, despite the fact that some
governments rathers invests tax-money in 'mob people to death'.
I want you to assist the Estonia-government with the start of a new subject at high schools = Social
Entrepreneurship. A mixture of psychology, law, fair trade & religion. Teenager must learn 'what to think
under what circumstances... and how to bring their thinking-pattern into good practise'.
In Holland people suffer from münschausen by proxy. When you ask a person in position: 'Will you be so
kind not to tease my today and allow me to use my HR?' he / she will be a serial-killer next mounth.
Our teenagers learn 'how to kill without going to prison'. Children hatred is normal. Illiteracy still exists
here. People can read, but they don't know what they have been reading! Many individuals can't read
laws and HR-treaties. Don't know how to build a 1-persons-toko at home or work.
We need to work together.
I understand you have 5 kids, who are about to become teenagers. A moment for growth-therapy.
And you invest in a childrenshome? I would like to write a book, together with you and your wife.
In 2008 /2009 my son will go to high-school. This gives me the opportunity to start talks with schools on
'HR in a 1-persons-toko for teenagers'. I hope you and your wife will take the same chances for your
kids when they go to high-school. And, I want you to be a pioneer in Estonia on high-schools with the
subject 'Social Entrepreneurship'. This will save my life from ICC.
After ICC has judged on my case against Balkenende? Perhaps they never will...
We better start to work together immidiately, repair what's already been destroyed. Build a new legal
frame, sneaky.... Exchange cultural and legal information. Place our culturals together in one book for
young people. I'm just in time with my ICC-lawcase to prove the World I'm right and we have to stop
WOIII.
I do need a little help, humanity and love.... A normal lifestyle.
Another possibility is that you and I start a 2 seats NGO without a CBF-license based on my forethoughts
in the ICC-paper. We are compatible! This means that you have to pay for the constitution ...etc...
We both publish information on our site of the Law education buro for teenagers and young adults!
You may teach me:'how to bow for 16.5 million residents', while I save Estionia from a lawless EU-life.
Well try to overcome my evidence first.... I look forward to your respons.
With greetings,

Oh, your life's philosophy is: 'Bow untill there's now one left to bow for, then you know you're at the top'.
My goodness, you weren't born in Holland! We have 16.5 mill. residents, to bow for everybody is a lifetime
occupation. Don't worry, you are a lucky wealthy man, welcome in our media immidiately.
As long as you stay superficial and look away during fun-killings, they'll love you!
You can make corruption disappear with large deposits in activa of non-Holland compagnies, here. Stop!
Don't expect wishdom in exchange for it, don't count on the moment you want to cash your profits. WOIII is a fact.

